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Leakage out of the computational subspace (predominantly by atom loss) is a major limitation of
current state-of-the-art neutral atom quantum computers and a significant challenge for long-term
prospects of the platform. We demonstrate proof-of-principle circuit-based conversion of leakage er-
rors to erasure errors in a neutral atom quantum processor via “Leakage Detection Units,” (LDUs)
which non-destructively map qubit presence information onto the state of an ancilla. We successfully
perform conversion of leakage errors via all major leakage pathways with a standard formulation
of the LDU, benchmarking the performance of the LDU using a three-outcome low-loss state de-
tection method. The LDU detects atom loss errors with ≈ 93.4% accuracy, limited by technical
imperfections of our apparatus. We further propose, compile, and execute a SWAP LDU, wherein
the roles of the original data atom and ancilla atom are exchanged under the action of the LDU,
providing “free refilling” of atoms in the case of leakage errors. This circuit-based leakage-to-erasure
error conversion is a critical component of a neutral atom quantum processor where the quantum
information may significantly outlive the lifetime of any individual atom in the quantum register.

I. INTRODUCTION

Neutral atoms have seen tremendous progress recently
as a scalable platform for quantum computation [1–11].
The ease of scalability combined with parallel gate con-
trol and mid-circuit reconfigurability result in a platform
with potential for fault tolerant quantum computation
[12–14]. However, leakage out of the computational sub-
space is currently a substantial limitation in state-of-the-
art systems [15] and remains a significant obstacle to the
long-term prospects. Some degree of leakage is inevitable
due to decay from the excited Rydberg state to other
long-lived states. Another detrimental leakage channel
that is specific to this platform is atom loss, which is
expected in any sufficiently long quantum circuit due to
the shallow trap depth. Transport of atoms mid-circuit
for logic operations is also expected to result in increased
atom temperature and atom loss. Leakage errors are dif-
ficult to correct in a fault tolerant way and generally
require a significant overhead [16].

To deal with leakage errors, previous neutral-atom
fault-tolerant protocols have employed hardware-specific
methods [13, 17, 18] or circuit methods [12]. In alkaline-
earth-like atom encodings, leakage pathways may be de-
tected by leveraging their particular level structure, while
keeping the qubit information intact [19, 20]. Detect-
ing a leakage error converts it into an erasure error,
which is easier to handle than generic unknown errors
[13]. In the absence of such hardware-specific techniques,
circuit-based methods known as Leakage Detection Units
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(LDUs) may be used to detect leakage errors [21, 22].
LDUs map the information about whether or not a data
atom is present and within the qubit subspace onto the
0/1 states of an ancilla atom without disturbing the in-
formation in the data atom in the case of no leakage.
Similar circuit-based approaches to leakage errors have
been previously demonstrated in other hardware such as
trapped ions and superconducting qubits [23–27].

In this work, we study the application of LDUs for neu-
tral atoms and perform proof-of-principle demonstrations
of their implementation, demonstrating successful detec-
tion of leakage while preserving the coherence of the data
qubit. The objectives of an LDU are twofold: 1) detect
whether or not some data atom is in the computational
subspace, and 2) do so in a way that preserves the infor-
mation in that data atom. In this work, our qubit states
are the “clock-state” Zeeman sublevels in the hyperfine
ground-state manifold of cesium atoms in optical tweez-
ers. For hyperfine ground state qubits in alkali atoms,
there are three major pathways for the atom to leak out
of the computational space (see Fig. 1). The first is atom
loss from the trap due to background gas collisions, heat-
ing after many gates or movement operations, and atom
drift when the traps are turned off during entangling op-
erations. The second is Rydberg-leakage where popula-
tion is unintentionally left behind in a short-lived Ryd-
berg state after entangling operations, either due to co-
herent over-rotations or black-body induced transitions
to nearby Rydberg states. The third leakage mechanism
is so-called “hyperfine-leakage” into non-qubit Zeeman
sublevels of the hyperfine ground manifold due to decay
from excited states. Therefore, our objective is to demon-
strate detection of leakage via these three pathways with
a circuit that preserves the coherence of the data atom.

In Sec. II, we describe the major leakage pathways in
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detail and show how they can be accounted for and de-
tected using LDUs. This is achieved by turning Rydberg
leakage into atom loss via the repulsive force of the trap
for population left behind in a Rydberg state (Rydberg
anti-trapping) and by using two-qubit gates that are sen-
sitive to the choice of Zeeman sublevel. We perform a
proof-of-principle demonstration of the standard LDU,
showing that the state of an ancilla atom correctly labels
the presence or absence of a data atom within the qubit
subspace without disturbing the information in the data
atom. Then in Sec. III we discuss how this LDU can be
modified for a neutral atom architecture to provide “free
refilling” of atoms by performing a SWAP. We further
implement a teleportation-based version of the SWAP
LDU which has only one entangling gate and free refill-
ing capability. These demonstrations are made possible
by a three-outcome measurement protocol, which retains
the atom in the trap after detection and can detect atom
loss by direct measurement, allowing us to benchmark
the performance of the LDUs [28, 29]. In the absence of
the three-outcome measurement capability, the circuits
presented here may still be used to mitigate leakage er-
ror, although in some cases work instead only as “Leak-
age Reduction Units” (LRUs) which reduce, but do not
detect, leakage errors.

In addition to detecting leakage errors, we propose that
the SWAP LDU provides a potential strategy for mid-
circuit mitigation of atom heating and its resulting dele-
terious effects on atom loss and gate fidelity. For long
circuits on this platform, heating of atoms will gener-
ally result from repeated applications of entangling gates
(during which the optical tweezer trap is typically turned
off and then atoms are recaputured) and from transport
to rearrange the atomic configuration [30, 31]. As the
SWAP LDU replaces a data atom with a “fresh” cold
ancilla atom, it could be a powerful tool for maintaining
a full, cold quantum register of data carriers by swapping
in new atoms at a rate commensurate with atom loss and
heating.

A. Methods

The entangling gate we use throughout this work is
a ZZ rotation by angle θ via adiabatic Rydberg dress-
ing [32]. In all cases, we echo the single-atom light shift
as in Refs. [33, 34]. However, we use only the single-
qubit π-pulse that performs the echo from that proto-
col, (dropping the outer π

2 -pulses) so the three-pulse gate
effectively performs the unitary Rzz(θ)Ry(π). The no-
tation Ri(θ) is used throughout this work to represent
rotations about Bloch-sphere axis i ∈ {x, y, z} by an-
gle θ according to the unitary, exp

[
−i θ2 σ̂i

]
, where σ̂i is

a Pauli operator. Rzz(θ) is the two-qubit analog repre-
senting the unitary, exp

[
−i θ2 (σ̂z ⊗ σ̂z)

]
. From Bell state

fidelity measurements [35–38] after 1, 5, and 9 applica-
tions of Rzz(

π
2 )Ry(π), we estimate the two-qubit gate

fidelity to be 0.967(+5, -7) (see Fig. 6) [39]. Globally-

addressed single-qubit Rϕ(θ) rotations by angle θ about
equitorial axis ϕ are driven with a Raman beam as in
Ref. [40] with short-timescale (not accounting for hours-
scale experiment drift) fidelity ≈ 0.998(1) for a π-pulse,
estimated from the ratio of the Rabi rate and exponential
decay rate of the Rabi oscillations. Globally-addressed
single-qubit Rz(θ) gates are performed virtually via a
phase advance of the local oscillator and are assumed to
be error free.
Independent state detection of each atom is performed

via a low-loss state detection (LLSD) technique [41]
wherein the fluorescence from each trap site is coupled
into an optical fiber and sent to a detector [28, 29]. Atoms
are retained in the trap with high probability after state
detection and we perform a second, state-insensitive de-
tection stage to read out the final presence/absence of the
atom in the trap. Therefore, LLSD is a three-outcome
measurement revealing 0, 1, or ‘neither’ (no atom), and
we typically postselect against the neither condition. The
neither outcome is able to measure atom loss with high
accuracy and is used as a benchmark to measure the
performance of the LDUs in this work. The combined
effects of state preparation and measurement (SPAM) er-
rors and single-qubit gate errors from a π pulse result in
a measured single-atom SPAM fidelity of 0.990(7). This
≈ 1% SPAM uncertainty applies to all following results
reported in this work (reported numbers for LDU perfor-
mance are not SPAM-corrected). Further details of the
apparatus are described in previous work [29].

II. STANDARD LDU WITH TWO
ENTANGLING GATES

We use an LDU adapted from [12, 23, 25] and originally
proposed in [21, 22], to non-destructively map a variety of
leakage errors (including atom loss) in a data atom onto
the state of an ancilla atom (see Fig. 2). This “standard”
LDU, using the equivalent of two fully-entangling gates,
is compiled to produce the identity on both the data (d)
and ancilla (a) qubits (IdIa) in the case that no leakage
occurred and to produce a bit flip on the ancilla (Xa) if
leakage had occurred on the data atom prior to the LDU
[42].

A. Atom loss

Since atom loss is the most dominant leakage channel
in our system and expected to be a critical challenge for
neutral atom experiments at scale, we begin by testing
the LDU performance in detecting the presence of the
data atom in the trap. We test the performance of the
LDU against atom loss errors by alternately preparing
the data atom as being present or absent (in batches of
50). We directly verify the accuracy of the LDU against
the final measurement of atom presence in the data atom
site via LLSD. In the runs where LLSD reads out the
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(a)

Background collisions

Atom present
(initial)

Atom absent
(final)

Trap turn off

(b) (c)

FIG. 1: There are three major leakage pathways for Rydberg atoms considered in this work. (a) Atom loss from the
tweezer may occur due to background gas collisions (as illustrated in the top pathway of (a)), heating (not shown),
or imperfect recapture efficiency (as illustrated in the bottom pathway of (a)) after turning off the trap during
Rydberg laser (green shaded region) operation. (b) During entangling gates, population may be unintentionally left
behind in the Rydberg state used for the gate (|r⟩) and may decay to other Rydberg states (|ri⟩). This is called
Rydberg leakage. (c) Both Rydberg population decay and off-resonant scattering from Raman or trap lasers can
cause so-called “hyperfine leakage” (depicted as red curved arrows) into non-clock ground hyperfine sublevels, either
directly or through intermediate excited states. Decay into the qubit subspace denoted by the green rectangle is not
leakage, but instead falls under depolarizing or dephasing errors.

data atom as present, the state of the ancilla atom cor-
rectly identifies atom presence in 765/814 ≈ 94% shots
where the ancilla atom is also retained. When the data
atom is absent, the ancilla atom correctly identifies it
in 919/984 ≈ 93.4% shots where the ancilla atom is re-
tained. Inaccuracy of the LDU result when the data atom
is present is dominated by gate errors (primarily two-
qubit gates), whereas atom-absent inaccuracy is a com-
bination of gate errors and finite probability of losing the
data atom during or after the LDU. The measured atom-
absent accuracy of the LDU is slightly better (865/901
≈ 96% of shots) in the case that the atom is intentionally
prepared as absent, indicating better performance when
a given atom loss event is known to occur prior to the
LDU (see A 2 for full raw data). As made possible by a
three-outcome LLSD, these results are post-selected for
ancilla atom retention. Post-selection resulting in exclu-
sion of a shot of the experiment due to loss of the ancilla
occurred in 202/2000 ≈ 10% of the total runs of the ex-
periment.

We also demonstrate that the coherence of the data
atom is preserved after the LDU through a Ramsey ex-
periment with the LDU inserted; see Fig. 2c. Without
the LDU, fitted contrast in the Ramsey experiment is
99.9(+1, -7)%, and with the LDU inserted, the contrast
is 95(1)%. The contrast reduction is consistent with our
single- and two-qubit gate fidelities. As the entangling
gate infidelity is estimated at 3.3(+7, -5)% (see Fig. 6),
the two entangling gates of the standard LDU constitute
the majority of the error that leads to loss in contrast.

To confirm that the LDU is independent of input state
of the data atom, we prepare the data atom in six dif-
ferent input states. This is accomplished by using the
trapping beams to perform local σ̂z rotations via the dif-
ferential light shift [43]. While these rotations are slow

(tens of µs) and the fidelity of these operations is poor
compared to the global single-qubit rotations, it is suf-
ficient for the individual state preparation needed here.
As our desired circuit begins with Rx(

π
2 ) on the ancilla

atom and we wish to prepare various input states of the
data atom, |ψ⟩d, we prepare the data atom along the x-,
y-, or z-axis of the Bloch sphere without impacting the
state of the ancilla by following an initial global Rx(

π
2 )

with a rotation by Rz(ξ) about the z-axis on just the data
atom and then a rotation Ry(θ) about the y-axis globally.
Results for all six input states are given in Table I and
confirm that the protocol is agnostic to the input state
on the data atom.

B. Rydberg leakage

Having demonstrated detection of atom presence with
the standard LDU, we now turn to Rydberg state popu-
lation leakage. Data atom population stuck in Rydberg
states can still participate in entangling interactions with
the ancilla (unlike atom loss) and lead to undesired out-
comes for the LDUs. For example, if the data atom starts
off in the Rydberg state used for the entangling gate, |r⟩,
during a CZ gate [32, 44], the ancilla atom ends up in |r⟩
with finite probability, propagating the leakage error [45].
This particular leakage does not satisfy the “sealed two-
qubit gate” requirement [16] and can propagate during
entangling interactions.
Since our Rydberg state (64P3/2) is anti-trapped for

our trap wavelength (937 nm), Rydberg state population
errors may be naturally converted to atom loss errors
simply by turning on the trap. We measure the speed
at which a Rydberg atom is ejected from the trap by
promoting an atom to the Rydberg state with a π-pulse,
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(a)

|ψ⟩d • X • X |ψ⟩d
|0⟩a X H • • H

(b)

|ψ⟩d Rx(
π
2
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π
2
)Ry(π) Rzz(

π
2
)Ry(π)

Rx(
π
2
) Z |ψ⟩d

|0⟩a Rx(
π
2
) Rx(

π
2
) Z

(c)

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
/

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

P 1

LDU inserted
No LDU inserted

FIG. 2: ‘Standard’ leakage detection units (LDUs)
using two entangling gates are composed to produce the
identity on both the data (d) and ancilla (a) qubits
(IdIa) in the case that no leakage occurred and produce
a bit flip on the ancilla (Xa) if leakage had occurred
prior to the LDU. (a) The standard LDU composed of
CZ, X, and H gates (typical native gates for neutral
atoms) performs IdIa in the case of no leakage and Xa

in the case that the data atom has leaked out the qubit
subspace (wherein CZ becomes an identity). (b) A
standard LDU compiled for our native gates, using only
globally-addressed single-qubit gates. The LDU
implements IdIa in the ideal case where no leakage has
occurred and XaZa in the case where leakage has
occurred. As a pair, the Rx pulses on the data atom
(enclosed in dashed boxes) are optional, and do not
change the logical operation. (c) A Ramsey coherence
measurement on the data atom with (blue circles) and
without (teal squares) insertion of the LDU as written
in (b) demonstrates preservation of the quantum state
of the data atom after the LDU. Probability of
measuring the atom to be in the |1⟩ state (P1) is shown
as a function of the phase (ϕ) of a final Rϕ(

π
2 ) pulse.

Uncertainty markers on datapoints are 68% Wilson
score intervals.

|ψ⟩d Atom present accuracy Atom absent accuracy

-y 0.940(+7
−8) 0.934(+7

−8)

+y 0.94(1) 0.93(1)

+x 0.95(1) 0.92(1)

0 0.94(1) 0.95(1)

1 0.92(1) 0.94(1)

-x 0.93(1) 0.91(1)

Average 0.938(4) 0.931(4)

TABLE I: Standard leakage reduction unit performance
with varied input state shows that the LDU works for
all data atom input states. The accuracy of the LDU in
labelling the data atom presence is verified by the
state-independent detection stage of the LLSD. When
the data atom is present (absent) as read out by the
LLSD, the atom present (absent) accuracy displayed in
column 2 (column 3) is assessed as the ratio of shots
where the ancilla state after the LDU correctly labels
the data atom presence over the total number of shots
where the ancilla is retained. Uncertainties reported are
68% Wilson score intervals, reported symmetrically in
cases were upper and lower intervals have the same
most significant digit.

holding it for a variable amount of time, de-exciting it
with a second π-pulse, and measuring the probability
that the atom remains in the trap afterwards (see Fig. 5).
In our system the survival drops by 1/e in ≈ 23µs, which
is short compared to the Rydberg lifetime of ≈ 170µs for
the 64P state at room temperature [34, 46]. Trap wave-
length, strength, geometry, and chosen Rydberg level all
make the anti-trapping speed system-specific [47]. Once
converted to atom loss, Rydberg state population errors
are detectable with the LDU as before.
We note that with LLSD capability, atom loss errors

(from Rydberg anti-trapping or otherwise) are typically
postselected against. Postselection on atom retention has
been used to improve effective entangling gate fidelity at
the expense of postselection rate [48]. We also note that
the entangling gate performance reported in this work
similarly benefits from this form of postselection against
atom loss (and therefore Rydberg leakage converted to
loss by anti-trapping), but we leave an in-depth study of
this contribution to future study.

C. Hyperfine leakage

Finally, we test the performance of this LDU against
leakage errors to other Zeeman levels in the ground state,
i.e., hyperfine-leakage. We operate our experiment at
3.89G bias magnetic field such that neighboring sub-
levels in the ground (Rydberg) manifold are spectrally
separated by 1.36MHz (7.2MHz). Therefore, neighbor-
ing sublevels are not expected to couple strongly to either
the single- or two-qubit drive lasers and will be detectable
as leakage errors via the LDU.
Our qubit computational basis states are the
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|F = 4,mF = 0⟩ ≡ |1⟩ and |F = 3,mF = 0⟩ ≡ |0⟩ states
of the 6S1/2 ground state manifold in Cs. By pulsing on
an additional AOM-generated tweezer at a frequency sep-
aration equal to the Zeeman splitting (1.36MHz), we are
able to locally induce coupling between neighboring Zee-
man levels in the ground state manifold via stimulated
Raman transitions. Although the trapping light is nom-
inally π-polarized, which should not permit transitions
to ∆mF ̸= 0 states, the offset in position in the trapping
plane and polarization vortices on the sides of the tightly-
focused beams [49] provide sufficient polarization compo-
nents to generate leakage to mF ̸= 0 levels. Using a 40µs
pulse of the additional tweezer, we drive leakage out of
the qubit level with ≈ 95.5% (95.7%) probability after
preparing in the |0⟩ (|1⟩) state. As the leakage-inducing
pulse simply couples all neighboring Zeeman sublevels,
the few percent remaining population in the clock state
after the leakage pulse is expected.

When we use this post-leakage-inducing pulse state
(which is a superposition of many mF levels within one
F manifold) as the data atom input state to the LDU,
the ancilla reads out that the atom has leaked in 371/415
≈ 89% (355/407 ≈ 87%) shots of the experiment when
preparing in a mixture of F = 3 (F = 4) Zeeman sub-
levels. Ideally, the LDU would behave the same for non-
qubit Zeeman sublevels as it would for an absent atom.
For comparison, the atom-absent result was 93.4%. This
difference between the atom loss and hyperfine leakage
experiments is reasonably well-explained by the proba-
bility of remaining within the qubit subspace after the
leakage-inducing pulse, implying similar leakage detec-
tion efficiency of this LDU for both hyperfine and atom
loss leakage mechanisms. Any remaining discrepancy in
performance, especially for the F = 4 non-qubit states,
could be due to weak, off-resonant coupling to the Ry-
dberg state, and is left as a subject of further study
which could be experimentally measured using shelving
schemes [50].

Therefore, we have shown that all three major leakage
pathways for alkali atoms (atom loss, Rydberg leakage,
and hyperfine leakage) can be detected using the stan-
dard LDU, and that this LDU preserves the coherence of
the data atom.

III. SWAP LDUS

For neutral atom quantum computing architectures,
there may be further advantages of LDUs that are com-
piled to perform a SWAP where the original data atom is
replaced with a “fresh” reservoir atom in which the quan-
tum information is now stored, and thus serves as the new
data atom. As depicted in Fig. 3, these SWAP LDUs re-
duce the need for an extra refilling step after an LDU is
performed, automatically supplying a re-initialized qubit
in case of an atom loss. In addition, this could also allow
for effective cooling of the data carriers by replacement
of atoms. Heating incurred by, for example, repeated

entangling operations or non-adiabatic trap movements
may then be effectively mitigated mid-circuit without dis-
turbing the quantum information. In such a scheme, the
fresh atoms would need to be swapped in sufficiently fre-
quently to allow for high-fidelity operation of the entan-
gling gates of the LDU before too much heat accumulates
in any one atom. SWAP LDUs of this nature have the
potential to be a powerful tool for reaching a paradigm
where the quantum information for a calculation signifi-
cantly outlives the physical lifetime of any single atom.
In the near term, such a regime may be reached by

loading significantly more reservoir atoms than neces-
sary for a computation [51] and replacing the data-carrier
atoms continuously. For longer-term applications, recent
progress on continuous atom reloading strategies suggests
a way to continuously replenish atoms in a quantum reg-
ister for indefinite operation [3, 52, 53].
These prospects assume that the atom loss probability

increases as the data atom undergoes logic operations and
that the ancilla atom presence probability is high after
the LDU. While the SWAP LDU has the refilling advan-
tages over the standard LDU, its failure rate increases
with increasing ancilla atom loss rate before the LDU.
Even a single failed round of LDU causes data informa-
tion loss, since the original data atom is measured. In
contrast, the standard LDU does not have this problem
as the data atom is preserved at the end. Furthermore,
using a three-outcome measurement, ancilla losses can
be efficiently detected allowing their deleterious effects
to be suppressed by postselection or subsequent attempts
at the LDU. In state-of-the-art experiments, the ancilla
loading fraction is expected to approach unity such that
ancilla losses are expected to be a minor problem. As
long as ancilla loss rate is small, this minor disadvantage
of SWAP LDUs is expected to be far outweighed by the
advantages of free refilling and cooling by replacement.

A. Teleportation-based LDU

In the SWAP LDU, we can combine the second entan-
gling gate and the following measurement into a measure-
ment feedback gate instead, as in a one-bit teleportation
circuit [54, 55]. This circuit has previously been used as
a “Leakage Reduction Unit” (LRU) that re-initializes a
qubit into the computational subspace in the case of a
leakage error, but cannot reveal if the leakage error oc-
curred [55, 56]. In a quantum error correction setting,
LRUs replace a leakage error with a Pauli error, which
can then be corrected by further rounds of error correc-
tion.
We consider this same circuit but with a three-outcome

measurement instead: a 0 outcome results in the conclu-
sion that no local operation is needed and a 1 outcome re-
sults in a local Z operation to be applied on the new data
atom for a successful SWAP. A “neither” measurement
outcome reveals an atom loss, which has already been
rectified with the new data atom carrying a |0⟩ state.
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(a)

|ψ⟩d • X • X |ψ⟩d

|0⟩a X

(b)

|ψ⟩d •

|0⟩a • |ψ⟩a
ti
m

e

If 0, replace data

Cold atom

Hot atom
(maybe lost)

FIG. 3: Refilling advantages of SWAP LDUs. The data atom (red, no outline) carrying state |ψ⟩ is hot after going
through many rounds of gates and rearrangement, and might have been lost or leaked. A fresh, cold ancilla atom
(blue, dark outline) carrying |0⟩ is brought close to the data atom to apply an LDU. (a) In the standard LDU, the
ancilla carries the information about the presence/absence of data atom and needs to moved away for measurement.
If the measurement gives 0, the data atom would need to be replaced with another fresh ancilla. (b) In the SWAP
LDU, the LDU transfers the data |ψ⟩ onto the cold ancilla atom. The old data atom is borne away for a
measurement. If the data atom was lost, it has already been replaced by the cold ancilla, removing the need for the
extra refilling step. In addition, the data is always transferred onto a fresh cold atom. This kind of cooling by
replacement may reduce potential problems from increasing atom temperature in operations later in the circuit.

Thus, a three-outcome measurement upgrades this LRU
into an LDU, detecting leakage in addition to replacing
it with a Pauli error. The main advantage of this “Z-
teleportation” version of the LDU over the previously
discussed circuit is that it requires only one entangling
gate instead of two.

In a similar vein, our LLSD is not specific to the
Zeeman-sublevel, so hyperfine leakage errors are not de-
tected by this version of the LDU in our experiment.
Given the long measurement times for neutral atoms, this
LDU is likely to be useful instead of the SWAP LDU in
cases where the conditional Z operator can be propa-
gated into post-processing.

This LDU requires local single-qubit rotations, and as
we do not currently have local measurement capabilities,
we apply the measurement-controlled Z gate in post pro-
cessing. We test the performance of this circuit and find
that state |0⟩ is transferred correctly to the ancilla atom
in 597/624 = 95.7(8)% of experiments and the state |1⟩
is transferred correctly in 965/1007 = 95.8(7)% of shots
in which the data and ancilla atoms are retained. As
a baseline, when no LDU is performed, the data qubit
reads out correctly as |0⟩ in 98.4(3)% of shots and is
read out correctly as |1⟩ in 98.3(3)% of experiments after
state preparation using the local z rotations, implying
that only 2-3% of the error stems from the LDU itself for
the computational basis states.

Data atom loss errors are detected via LLSD in
929/7150 ≈ 13% shots of the experiment (aggregating

all input states). In the case that the data atom is lost,
we find that the remaining ancilla atom is measured to
be in |0⟩ in 396/794 ≈ 50% shots, consistent with initial-
ization of the ancilla in |−x⟩a after the LDU in the case
of detected leakage. We initialize in |−x⟩a instead of |0⟩a
on the ancilla in the case of a leakage error because our
circuit (Fig. 4b) differs from the teleportation LDU com-
piled with CZ and H (Fig. 4a) by a local rotation that
does not impact the logical operation of the LDU.

More importantly, the original ancilla atom (new data
atom) is similarly missing at the end of the computa-
tion in 889/7150 ≈ 12.4% shots. Both atoms are lost
in 135/7150 ≈ 1.9% shots, consistent with independent
random loss of the two atoms. While in this experiment,
loss of the ancilla atom is mitigated by postselection on
ancilla atom retention, (as made possible by LLSD) this
loss reveals a fundamental limitation of the SWAP LDU
atom replacement method. This effect is exaggerated
here by a technical limitation of high atom loss rate, spe-
cific to our system. This fundamental limit is set by the
combined loading accuracy of the ancilla atom and its
retention probability after the LDU. For state-of-the-art
experiments, loading accuracy approaches unity [1, 57]
and loss probability after a single entangling gate can be
suppressed to ≤ 0.005 [15].

To check the coherence of the quantum information af-
ter the teleportation-based LDU, we teleport a |+y⟩ and
a |−x⟩ state and perform a phase scan of an effectively-
local final Rϕ(

π
2 ) pulse to reveal the phase of the resulting
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(a)

|ψ⟩d • H

|0⟩a H • H Z |ψ⟩a

(b)

|ψ⟩d
Rzz(

π
2
)Rx(π)

Ry(−π
2
) Rz(−π

2
)

|0⟩a Rx(
π
2
) Ry(−π

2
) Rz(−π

2
) Z |ψ⟩a

(c)

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
/

0.0

0.2
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0.8
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P 1

| + y d

| + y a

| x d

| x a

FIG. 4: Single-qubit teleportation LDU circuits
compiled with typical gates (a) and our native gates
(b). (c) Probability of measuring the |1⟩ state as the
phase (ϕ) of a final Rϕ(

π
2 ) pulse is scanned on the

ancilla qubit (a) after teleportation of the |−x⟩ and |+y⟩
states (circles), with the same scan on the data qubit
(d) with no LDU for reference (squares). Uncertainty
markers on datapoints are 68% Wilson score intervals.

superposition state on the ancilla atom; see Fig. 4. As
the physical local rotations can only perform Rz(θ), we
split the global Rϕ(

π
2 ) into two Rϕ(

π
4 ) pulses and apply

a local Rz(π) on the original data qubit in-between to ef-
fectively cancel its participation in the Rϕ gate [58]. [59]
Compared to the direct data atom measurement in the
case of no LDU, the contrast of the resulting teleported
state is reduced from 96(1)% to 90(2)% for the |−x⟩ state
and from 98(1)% to 92(2)% for the |+y⟩ state.

IV. DISCUSSION

The experiments in this work have demonstrated
proof-of-principle detection of the three major leakage
channels in neutral atom quantum computing platforms
via LDUs, converting leakage errors into erasure errors.
We also explored a SWAP LDU variation that could work
well in a neutral atom architecture with potential refill-
ing advantages. The majority of the errors in this work
stem from the limited fidelity of entangling gates and lo-

cal addressing operations in our apparatus, which would
be substantially better in state-of-the-art neutral atom
systems [15, 51, 60].

The LDUs in this work are readily compiled using typ-
ical native gates of neutral atom systems (e.g., CZ, H, X,
Z) and can be composed using globally-addressed single-
qubit rotations (as in Fig. 7a), facilitating implementa-
tion on other experiments. Additionally, the standard
LDUs used in this work were compiled for IdIa in the
case of no leakage and Xa in the case of leakage sim-
ply for the convenience of circuit and result interpreta-
tion. The number of single-qubit gates may be reduced
in some cases if we relax the requirements on the LDU to
simply preserve the state information up to a local uni-
tary and/or allow for flipped interpretation of the ancilla
readout results. Similarly, hardware-optimized versions
of these LDUs may be compiled to combine two entan-
gling gates into a single gate of larger rotation angle to
reduce the number of Rydberg laser pulses as in Fig. 7b.

We note that the three-outcome LLSD technique made
it possible to benchmark the performance of the LDUs
in this work. In experiments where only two-outcome
measurements are available, the standard LDU and the
SWAP LDU can still be utilized, but would need an ad-
justed method of characterizing performance. By using a
three-outcome measurement, the standard LDU can also
detect ancilla loss, making it more robust. In a quan-
tum error correction setting, replacing leaked qubits with
qubits in the computational subspace is sufficient, as it
can then be corrected during subsequent error correc-
tion rounds. In such a scenario, the teleportation LDU
may also still be used as an LRU with two-outcome mea-
surements, as it replaces a leaked qubit with a state in
the qubit subspace. There may still be unexplored ad-
vantages for the three-outcome measurements for LDUs
and other protocols involving mid-circuit measurements,
which we leave as a subject of future study.

We also emphasize that the SWAP LDU is a promis-
ing approach to keeping a quantum register of atoms
cold (and full) for long circuits without adding undue
experimental burden. Similarly to sympathetic cooling
in trapped ions [61], alternate approaches to cooling in-
clude sympathetic cooling of single neutral “impurity”
atoms as used in BEC studies [62], although these ap-
proaches have not yet been shown to preserve coherence
of a quantum register of atoms in tweezers and require
laser cooling of an additional atomic species. Cooling
atoms by scattering light in a coherence-preserving sub-
space is another proposed approach [17], but it requires
additional level structure and control not readily avail-
able for alkali atoms. By contrast, the SWAP LDU is
done by design with a single atomic species and only
circuit-based control already required for a quantum pro-
cessor. The only experimental overhead incurred is in the
loading of additional atoms in the system, either by load-
ing extra atoms before the circuit or continuously loading
in a spatially-separated region [3]. This extra atom load-
ing requirement is well within reach of current neutral
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atom quantum processors, as repeated readout of a data
atom using multiple ancillas (via extra atoms loaded be-
fore the circuit) has already been demonstrated in [51].

These proof-of-principle experiments demonstrate the
potential benefits of LDUs for neutral atom quantum pro-
cessors, though we did not comprehensively study the er-
rors caused by the LDUs themselves and how they might
propagate. Understanding the kind of errors that are pro-
duced by neutral atom entangling gates and how they af-
fect the performance of individual LDUs is an important
open question. Similarly, analysing how often LDUs or
LRUs would need to be implemented during error correc-
tion rounds in a fault-tolerance setting for a neutral atom
system is another significant task left to future work [16].
The fact that the LDU circuits presented here are es-
sentially the same as LRUs that have been embedded in
error correcting codes [26] shows great promise for the fu-
ture implementation of the circuits studied here in such
a fault-tolerant setting for neutral atoms.
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Appendix A: Supporting Data

1. Rydberg state anti-trapping measurement

Rydberg state anti-trapping speed measurement for
the 64P3/2 state of Cs in our tweezers is measured by
promoting a single atom to the Rydberg state, holding it
in the trap for a variable amount of time, de-exciting it,
and measuring the probability that the atom is retained
in the trap. See Fig. 5.

2. Full shot-by-shot data for standard LDU

For completion and clarity, we include a logic table
with the results of the standard LDU experiment in Ta-
ble II.
Additionally, we provide further details on the differ-

ence between atom loss identification accuracy of the
standard LDU in the case of intentionally prepared ab-
sent atoms and accidentally lost atoms. When we analyze
the atom absent case of the standard LDU in only the in-
stances where the data atom was intentionally prepared
as absent, we find that the ancilla correctly reports the
data atom as absent in 865/901 ≈ 96% of shots, slightly
better than the aggregate result of 919/984 ≈ 93.4%.
This indicates that when the data atom is absent prior to
the LDU, the resulting ancilla state accuracy is slightly
better. On the other hand, the reduction in accuracy
overall (from contribution of the accidental losses) is in-
dicative of atom loss errors during or after the LDU,
which could allow for unknown propagation of errors af-
ter the atom loss event. In the 83 cases where the data
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FIG. 5: Conversion of Rydberg state population errors
to atom loss errors is done naturally by anti-trapping of
atoms in the Rydberg state. Here we prepare the atom
in the Rydberg state, hold the atom in the trap for a
variable amount of time, and then de-excite the atom.
Rydberg atoms are ejected from the trap after a few
tens of µs. Uncertainty markers are 68% Wilson score
intervals.
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atom was initially loaded, but lost before the final read-
out, the ancilla result reported the data atom as absent
in 54 cases and present in 29 cases. These values are an
indicator of when accidental atom loss is likely to occur
in our system (before vs during or after the LDU).

Data atom Ancilla atom Result N

0 or 1 (present) 0 Correct present 765

0 or 1 (present) 1 Incorrect absent 49

0 or 1 (present) Neither (absent) Postselect against 84

Neither (absent) 0 Incorrect present 919

Neither (absent) 1 Correct absent 65

Neither (absent) Neither (absent) Postselect against 118

TABLE II: Logic table and results for standard LDU
experiment. In a total of 1000 shots of the experiment
each, we attempt to prepare the data atom as present
or absent (ancilla atom always intended to be present).
For each shot, the LLSD outcome for the data atom
(first column) and ancilla atom (second column)
determine the our interpretation of the result (third
column). Total number of shots for each outcome (N)
are tabulated in the fourth column.

3. Bell state fidelity measurement for entangling
gate

Data used in determining the two-qubit gate fidelity
reported in this work is included in Fig. 6. We note that
the fit to the parity oscillation uses Gaussian-distributed
errors (Wald intervals), and may slightly overestimate
contrast [51]. As discussed in the main text, these results
include “natural” postselection against Rydberg leakage
errors via anti-trapping and postselection against atom
loss errors with LLSD. Fidelity (F) is assessed using pop-
ulation measurements and parity contrast according to
[35–38]

F =
1

2
(ρ00 + ρ11) +

1

2
A, (A1)

where A is the fitted parity contrast and ρii is the mea-
sured population in the |ii⟩ state.

4. Generic matrices for LDUs

Here we provide the process matrix for the standard
LDU. The data atom may be in states {0, 1, l}, where |l⟩
represents leakage out of the qubit subspace. In the case
that the data atom has not leaked, the LDU performs the
identity, and in the case that the data atom has leaked,
the LDU performs a bit flip on the ancilla. An unimpor-
tant phase (ϕ) may accompany the bit flip and has no
logical consequence on the interpretation of the result.
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FIG. 6: Bell state fidelity measurement via parity scan
of a final Rϕ(

π
2 ) pulse and population measurements for

1, 5, and 9 of the Rzz(
π
2 )Ry(π) gate. (a) Parity scan

example data for 1 entangling gate applied. Displayed
errorbars are 68% Wilson score confidence intervals.
(b) Fidelity as a function of the number of loops is fit
to an exponential with a decay constant of 30(5) loops.
Errorbars are derived from 68% Wilson score intervals
on population measurements and fitting uncertainty on
the parity contrast.



⟨00| ⟨01| ⟨10| ⟨11| ⟨l0| ⟨l1|
|00⟩ 1 0 0 0
|01⟩ 0 1 0 0
|10⟩ 0 0 1 0
|11⟩ 0 0 0 1
|l0⟩ 0 eiϕ

|l1⟩ e−iϕ 0

 (A2)
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(a)

|ψ⟩d H Z • X • H Z |ψ⟩d
|0⟩a H Z • X • H Z

(b)

|ψ⟩d Rx(
π
2
)

Rzz(π)Rx(π)
Rx(−π

2
) Z |ψ⟩d

|0⟩a Rx(
π
2
) Rx(−π

2
) Z

FIG. 7: Alternate versions of the LDUs. (a)
Global-addressing only version of the standard LDU,
using gates native to typical neutral atom hardware.
(b) “Hardware optimized” version of the standard LDU
that combines two fully-entangling Rzz(

π
2 )Rϕ gates into

a single Rzz(π)Rϕ gate to reduce the number of
Rydberg laser pulses.
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